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Abstract: 9NFTMANIA stands as a prominent NFT brand, renowned for its innovative approach to digital 

art and cryptocurrency integration. This brand has recently introduced the 9NM token, a digital asset built 

on the CoreDao blockchain, with a total supply of 1 billion tokens. The 9NM token serves as a vehicle for 

users to engage in transactions within the 9NFTMANIA ecosystem, providing a bridge between NFT art 

and digital currency. The 9NM token can be purchased and traded on ICECREAM SWAP, a decentralized 

exchange platform, offering users liquidity and accessibility to participate in the 9NFTMANIA community. 

Simultaneously, 9NFTMANIA has launched the 9NFTMANIA NFT collection at NFT marketplace Young 

parrot, which serves the dual purpose of promoting the NFT brand and facilitating the circulation of 9NM 

tokens. The 9NFTMANIA NFT collection features a diverse range of digital artworks, each meticulously 

crafted to showcase the creativity and vision of the brand. These NFTs serve as digital assets that can be 

bought, sold, and traded on various NFT marketplaces, further expanding the reach and influence of the 

9NFTMANIA brand. By leveraging the power of NFTs and digital tokens, 9NFTMANIA aims to create a 

symbiotic relationship between art and finance, fostering a vibrant ecosystem where artists, collectors, and 

enthusiasts can interact and transact seamlessly. Through its innovative approach to combining NFT art 

with the utility of digital currency, 9NFTMANIA is poised to shape the future of the NFT landscape and 

redefine the boundaries of artistic expression in the digital age. 
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1. Introduction

In the dynamic world of Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs), where digital art intersects with blockchain 

technology, 9NFTMANIA emerges as a leading brand, renowned for its innovative contributions to the 

NFT ecosystem. With a vision to revolutionize the way we perceive and interact with digital assets, 

9NFTMANIA has introduced the 9NM token, a digital currency built on the CoreDao blockchain. The 

9NM token, boasting a total supply of 1 billion tokens, serves as a cornerstone of the 9NFTMANIA 

ecosystem, facilitating transactions and interactions within its vibrant community. This digital currency 

enables users to engage in seamless purchasing and trading of NFT artworks, creating a dynamic 

marketplace where creativity thrives and digital assets gain value. At the heart of the 9NFTMANIA brand 

lies a commitment to promoting artistic expression and driving adoption of NFTs as a medium for creative 
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exchange. To this end, 9NFTMANIA has curated the 9NFTMANIA NFT collection, a captivating 

assortment of digital artworks designed to showcase the brand's ethos and vision.  

YoungParrot is an emerging marketplace that facilitates the listing, selling, and purchasing of Non-Fungible 

Tokens (NFTs). As a platform dedicated to the NFT ecosystem, YoungParrot provides creators, collectors, 

and enthusiasts with a user-friendly interface to engage in transactions involving digital assets. 

 

Key features of YoungParrot include: 

1. Listing NFTs: Creators can easily list their digital artworks, collectibles, or other NFTs on the 

YoungParrot platform. The listing process is streamlined and intuitive, allowing creators to upload their 

content, set pricing, and add relevant metadata to enhance discoverability. 

2. Selling NFTs: YoungParrot enables creators to sell their listed NFTs to interested buyers. The platform 

facilitates secure transactions using blockchain technology, ensuring transparency, immutability, and 

authenticity throughout the selling process. 

3. Purchasing NFTs: Collectors and enthusiasts can explore the diverse range of NFTs available on 

YoungParrot and purchase their desired items directly from the platform. YoungParrot supports various 

payment methods, including cryptocurrency, making it convenient for users to acquire NFTs. 

4. Discoverability and Curation: YoungParrot provides tools and features to enhance the discoverability 

of NFTs listed on the platform. This includes curated collections, trending lists, search filters, and 

recommendation algorithms, helping users find unique and high-quality NFTs tailored to their interests. 

5. Community Engagement: YoungParrot fosters a vibrant and engaged community of creators, 

collectors, and enthusiasts. The platform facilitates interaction through forums, social media 

integration, events, and collaborations, creating opportunities for networking, collaboration, and 

knowledge sharing. 

6. User Security and Trust: YoungParrot prioritizes the security and trust of its users by implementing 

robust security measures, authentication protocols, and dispute resolution mechanisms. The platform 

strives to create a safe and reliable environment for conducting NFT transactions, protecting users' 

assets and interests. 

Overall, YoungParrot is poised to become a prominent player in the NFT marketplace landscape, offering 

a seamless and immersive experience for creators and collectors alike. With its user-friendly interface, 

diverse range of NFTs, community engagement initiatives, and commitment to security and trust, 

YoungParrot aims to empower users to explore, trade, and showcase their digital assets with confidence. 

 

Table 1 NFT Collections of 9NFTMANIA at Youngparrot Market Place 

    

BLOCKAVTAAR Bored APE NFT 

collection 

Cute Ghost Game of Bitcoin 
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Game of Cards Kaizen NFT Girl Smart Cat 

   

 

Whole piece collection Unigecko 9NFTMANIA  

 

2. 9NM Token 

Each piece within this collection not only serves as a testament to artistic innovation but also plays a vital 

role in circulating and promoting the 9NM token. As part of its strategy to expand its reach and influence 

within the NFT community, 9NFTMANIA has made the 9NM token accessible for purchase and sale on 

ICECREAM SWAP, a decentralized exchange platform. This strategic partnership not only enhances 

liquidity and accessibility for users but also fosters a broader adoption of the 9NM token within the wider 

cryptocurrency ecosystem. In essence, the introduction of the 9NM token and the 9NFTMANIA NFT 

collection marks a significant milestone in the evolution of the NFT landscape. With a focus on promoting 

artistic creativity, fostering community engagement, and driving the circulation of digital assets, 

9NFTMANIA is poised to shape the future of NFTs and redefine the boundaries of artistic expression in 

the digital age. 

The mission of project is to make 9NFTMANIA world-wide acceptable crypto asset. There would be no 

free distribution of this token. There are four mechanisms of circulation of 9NM token  

1. It is either distributed as reward on stacking of NFT on app.youngparrotnft.com.  

2. This token is supposed to be distributed worldwide when swapping would be made at Icecreamswap 

or Archerswap.  

3. It would be also paid against the work and promotional activities that would be asked on 

9nftmania.com.  

4. 9NFTMANIA is continuously providing liquidity pool on regular bases from ICECREAM swap 

environment that allows swapping of 9NM to Core/Usdt/Ice/Ypc/IgnoreFud.  

Total Supply: 999,999,999.99  

Blockchain: Satoshi Core  

Contract address: 0x55e8b74f4cb9a739b1f3e9148f32aed6944c6607  

Core scan address:  

https://scan.coredao.org/token/0x55e8b74f4cb9a739b1f3e9148f32aed6944c6607  
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Fig 1 9NFTMANIA AT scan.coredao.org 

Swap address: 

https://icecreamswap.com/swap?chainId=1116&outputCurrency=0x55E8B74F4CB9a739b1f3E9148F32a

ed6944c6 607 

 
Fig 2 Swapping for 9NM in Icecreamswap 

 

3. Significance of NFT collection 

The significance of the 9NFTMANIA NFT collection lies in its multifaceted role within the NFT ecosystem 

and its potential to influence the broader digital art market. Several key aspects contribute to the significance 

of this collection: 

1. Promotion of NFT Brand: The 9NFTMANIA NFT collection serves as a powerful promotional tool for 

the 9NFTMANIA brand. Each artwork within the collection showcases the brand's artistic vision, 

creativity, and ethos, helping to raise awareness and establish a distinctive identity within the 

competitive NFT landscape. 
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2. Circulation of 9NM Tokens: As part of its strategic objectives, the 9NFTMANIA NFT collection plays 

a crucial role in circulating the 9NM token, the native digital currency of the 9NFTMANIA ecosystem. 

By integrating the purchase and sale of NFT artworks with the use of 9NM tokens, the collection 

incentivizes engagement within the ecosystem and drives adoption of the digital currency. 

3. Community Engagement: Through the creation and curation of captivating digital artworks, the 

9NFTMANIA NFT collection fosters community engagement and interaction among artists, collectors, 

and enthusiasts. The collection serves as a platform for dialogue, collaboration, and appreciation of 

digital art, building a vibrant and supportive community around the 9NFTMANIA brand. 

4. Artistic Innovation: The 9NFTMANIA NFT collection showcases a diverse range of artistic styles, 

themes, and techniques, demonstrating the innovative potential of NFT art. By pushing the boundaries 

of creativity and experimentation, the collection inspires artists to explore new avenues of expression 

and redefine the possibilities of digital art. 

5. Market Influence: As a prominent NFT collection associated with a well-established brand, the 

9NFTMANIA NFT collection has the potential to influence market trends and perceptions within the 

digital art space. The success and popularity of the collection may attract attention from collectors, 

investors, and other stakeholders, shaping the dynamics of the NFT market. 

Overall, the 9NFTMANIA NFT collection represents more than just a collection of digital artworks; it 

embodies the aspirations, values, and ambitions of the 9NFTMANIA brand. Through its promotional 

efforts, circulation of digital currency, community engagement initiatives, artistic innovation, and market 

influence, the collection plays a pivotal role in shaping the future of NFTs and digital art. 

 

4. Scope of NFT promotion 

The scope of promoting NFTs (Non-Fungible Tokens) is vast and encompasses various aspects, including: 

1. Awareness Building: Promoting NFTs involves raising awareness about what NFTs are, their unique 

features, and their potential applications. This includes educating individuals about blockchain 

technology, digital ownership, and the benefits of owning NFTs compared to traditional assets. 

2. Cultural and Creative Industries: NFT promotion extends to fostering the growth of the cultural and 

creative industries by encouraging artists, musicians, writers, and other creators to explore NFTs as a 

new medium for monetizing their work. This involves highlighting success stories, hosting workshops, 

and providing resources to support creators in navigating the NFT space. 

3. Marketplace Development: Promoting NFTs also involves developing and promoting NFT 

marketplaces where users can buy, sell, and trade NFTs. This includes creating user-friendly platforms, 

implementing innovative features, and facilitating liquidity to attract both creators and collectors. 

4. Community Engagement: Building a vibrant and engaged community is essential for the success of 

NFT promotion. This involves hosting events, forums, and social media campaigns to connect creators, 

collectors, investors, and enthusiasts, fostering collaboration, networking, and knowledge sharing. 

5. Integration with Industries: Promoting NFTs involves exploring and facilitating their integration into 

various industries beyond art and collectibles. This includes collaborating with gaming companies, 

fashion brands, real estate developers, and others to explore innovative use cases for NFTs, such as in-

game assets, digital fashion, virtual real estate, and more. 
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6. Education and Training: Promoting NFTs requires providing education and training to individuals and 

businesses interested in participating in the NFT space. This includes offering courses, workshops, and 

tutorials on topics such as blockchain basics, NFT creation, marketplace navigation, and investment 

strategies. 

7. Regulatory Compliance: Promoting NFTs involves advocating for clear and transparent regulatory 

frameworks to ensure consumer protection, investor confidence, and legal compliance within the NFT 

ecosystem. This includes engaging with policymakers, regulators, and industry stakeholders to develop 

responsible guidelines and standards. 

8. Global Reach: Promoting NFTs extends beyond local or regional boundaries to reach a global audience. 

This involves localization efforts, multilingual support, and partnerships with international 

organizations to ensure inclusivity and accessibility for users worldwide. 

Overall, the scope of promoting NFTs is broad and dynamic, encompassing efforts to raise awareness, 

foster creativity, build communities, develop market infrastructure, facilitate industry integration, provide 

education and training, advocate for regulation, and reach a global audience. 
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